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SHEPHERD SCHOOL 

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

LARRY RACHLEFF, music director 

Friday, October 1, 1999 

8:00 p.m. 

Stude Concert Hall 

RICE UNNERSITY ~~rd 
School 
of Music 



PROGRAM 

A London Symphony 

Lento - Allegro risoluto 
Lento 
Scherzo (Nocturne). Allegro vivace 

Ralph Vaughan Williams 

(1872-1958) 

Andante con moto - Maestoso alla Marcia - Allegro 

INTERMISSION 

Alborada del Gracioso 

La Valse 

Tonight we honor the members of 

The Shepherd Society 

for their generous scholarship support. 

Maurice Ravel 
(1875-1937) 

Maurice Ravel 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 
check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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l 
I~ SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

[_~ Violin I Viola (cont.) Oboe Trombone 
Jonathan Swartz, Daniel Sweaney Noelle Hitchcock Paul Fleischman 

concertmaster Daniel Kendis Yuh-PeyLin Jeremy Moeller 
Yuel Yawney Miranda Sielaff Aryn Sweeney Patrick Raichart ~- Gillian Clements MaryFerstl Lamija Ta/am 

. - ' ~ Martha Walvoord David Fallo Lara Turner Bass Trombone 
Melinda Graves Andrew Chappell 
Kristi Helberg Cello 

English Horn 

" . Lara Turner 
~ • Tor Johan Been Anthony Kitai, Tuba 

Christine Hauptly principal Clarinet Jacob Cameron 
Nathaniel Farny Lydia Rubrecht Carrie Budelman Carson McTeer __ ,._ Azure Abuirmeileh Louis-Marie Fardet Angella Hedrick 
Liza Zurlinden Karen Maddox Rena Kraut Harp 

I, - Stephan Ellner Katherine Schultz Molly Mayfield Heidi O'Gara 
Brinna Brinkerhoff Sara Stalnaker Rochelle Oddo Kathleen Wychulis 
Jooyeon Kong Anne Francis Jennifer Stevenson 
Matthew Hatwitz Clara Lee Timpani and 
Gosia Leska Laura Love Bass Clarinet Percussion 

I~ Christine Kim Carrie Budelman John Andress 

I Violin II Julia Kostenko Rochelle Oddo Andrew Buchanan 

.... ... Caroline Pliszka, Keira Fullerton Bassoon Cory Cousins 

.. < 
principal Patricia Dusold Joseph Garland 

1- Susy Yim Double Bass Andrew Gott Adam Green 

]van Hodge Jonathan Burnstein, Jenni Groyon Jeremy Lutito 
I.,. Ute Kiihn principal Kathy K vitek Trent Petrunia 

Enuna Philips Hunter Capoccioni Anne Marie Power Shaun Ti/burg 

Jeremy Preston Andrew Raciti Sarah Williams Tobie Wilkinson 

Elissa Wagman Kjetil Laukholm 
Elizabeth Lunde Stephen Buckley Contrabassoon Orchestra Manager 
Ann Miller David Campbell Andrew Gott Martin Merritt 
Linling Hsu Christopher Ewan 

Horn -.- ChaerimKim Thomas Van Dyck 
Nicole Cash 

Orchestra Librarian 
Jessica Gagne David De Riso 

Jeffrey Garza 
Karen Slotter .. . 

Pamela Yu 
Maureen Conlon Flute 

Miguel Garza 
Stage Assistants - ,, 

Johanna Lalka 
Matthew Detrick Martha Councell 

Samantha Woolf 
Michael Brozick ..... Sabina Nakajima Kirstin Eade Jacob Cameron 

Eric Reed 
Julia Grenfell 

Shane Smith 
Andrew Chappell 

Viola Maryann Keith 
Jason Snider 

Ray Gutierrez 

Robert Meyer, Caroline Kung Arthur Murray 

principal Kailin Mooney Trumpet 

Tawnya Popoff Marisela Sager Brian Brown Library Assistants 

Mai Motobuchi Lance Sanford Michael Brozick David Fallo 

Leah Heard David Dash Mieka Kohut 

Emily Rome Piccolo Thomas Hooten Julia Kostenko 

Eva Sheie Kirstin Eade Jamie Kent Sun-Young Lee 

Sun-Young Lee Caroline Kung Arthur Murray Matthew Medlock 

Megan Fergusson Marisela Sager Zebediah Upton Sara Stalnaker 

WINDS, BRASS, PERCUSSION, AND HARP LISTED ALPHABETICALLY. 

l 
STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

A London Symphony . . Ralph Vaughan Williams 

Although Ralph Vaughan Williams grew up in the countryside of 
England, he always considered himself a Londoner. He attended the 
Royal College of Music, and many of his relatives resided in the city. 
His second symphony, titled A London Symphony, grew out of these 
close ties to London. Throughout the work, Vaughan Williams refers 
to the sounds of London's busy streets and melodies similar to the 
popular tunes heard in London. Orchestral colors and sparkling tim
bres show the influence of Ravel, with whom Vaughan Williams studied 
orchestration in 1908. The Queen's Hall Orchestra.first performed 
the work in 1914, but Vaughan Williams was dissatisfied with the first 
version and revised it extensively after his service in the British Army 
during World War I. 

In his program notes, Vaughan Williams describes A London 
Symphony: "There are four movements: the.first begins with a slow 
prelude; this leads to a vigorous allegro - which may suggest the 
noise and hurry of London, with its always underlying calm. The sec
ond (slow) movement has been called 'Bloomsbury Square on a No
vember afternoon.' This may serve as a clue but is not a necessary 
'explanation' of it. The third movement is a nocturne in the form of 
a Scherzo. If the hearer will imagine himself standing on Westminster 
Embankment at night, surrounded by the sounds of the Strand, with 
its great hotels on one side, and the 'New Cut' on the other, with its 
crowded streets and flaring lights, it may serve as a mood in which to 
listen to this music. The last movement opens with a brief, anguished 
outburst for the full orchestra, which leads to a march, at first solemn 
and later on energetic. At the end of this finale comes a suggestion of 
the noise and fever of the first movement - this time much subdued -
then the 'Westminster Chimes' are heard once more: on this follows 
an 'Epilogue' in which the slow prelude is developed into a movement 
of some length." 

Alborada del Gracioso . Maurice Ravel 

Known for his colorful orchestrations and distinctive harmonies, 
Maurice Ravel produced provocative and eclectic music. Born in 
Spain to a Basque mother and a Parisian father, Ravel included Span
ish music among the many irifl,uences on his musical style. Although 
Bolero is Ravel's most popular "Spanish" work, Alborada del Grac
ioso is also imbued with typical Spanish flavor. The triplet upbeat fig
ure, the use of castanets, and the warm-sounding orchestration help 
to evoke images of Ravel's mother's homeland in this single-movement 
composition. Alborada def Gracioso, translated as "Morning Song of 
the Jester," is a lighthearted work, and the outer sections of its ternary 
form (ABA) consist of a quick and lively, if left-footed, dance. The 
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first section ends with a full chord followed by a pause that deceives 
the listener into thinking that the composition has ended. However, 
the piece continues with a contrasting middle section that is marked 
by a lyrical bassoon solo. Throughout the work, colorful and rapid 
scales illustrate the quick pirouettes and arabesques of the dance. In 
the third section of the piece, the material from the beginning returns 
in mixed-up fragments. These fragments build to a loud bombastic 
conclusion. Alborada de/ Gracioso was originally a movement of the 
piano work, Miroirs, composed in 1905, and Ravel orchestrated it the 
same year. 

La Valse . Maurice Ravel 

Like Alborada de/ Gracioso, Ravel began La Valse as a composi
tion for piano. However, La Valse was not completed before Ravel 
began to work on its orchestration. Ravel imagined this work "as a 
sort of apotheosis of the Viennese waltz, mingled with, in my mind, the 
impression of a .fantastic, fatal whirling . .. set in an imperial palace, 
about 1855." La Valse, or Wien (Vienna) as Ravel originally titled it, 
was begun in 1906, but Ravel abandoned it until Russian impresario 
Sergei Diaghilev, who had commissioned Stravinsky's Rite of Spring 
as well as Ravel's own popular ballet Daphnis et Chloe, gave him a 
commission for a new ballet in 1919. This choreographic poem, as 
Ravel called it, was rejected by Diaghilev who said it decidedly was 
"not a waltz." Ravel's traumatic experiences in World War I, combined 
with the death of his mother and his own serious depression, certainly 
must have contributed to the undercurrent of darkness and horror that 
is always present . 

La Valse is a brilliant collage of orchestral sounds ranging from 
mysterious and quiet to loud and brash. From the ominous opening, 
an elegant waltz emerges. It crescendos quickly and becomes wild 
and frenetic before calming down into a beautiful lyrical section once 
again. The piece continues to alternate between the impudent and 
gracious, elegant and brash. At the conclusion of the piece, however, 
the harsh character overrides the gracious and lyrical. The music be
comes more and more chaotic, urged on by the relentless thumping of 
the percussion. 

Speculation about Ravel's intentions and inspirations for La Valse 
springs immediately to mind. Is it a commentary on the underlying 
corruption of the elegantly glittering Austro-Germanic empire? Is it 
a lament for Europe's lost grandeur and innocence, swept away by the 
war? Is it even a fearful and cautionary warning about a continued 
German threat? Perhaps it is best to return to Ravel's own words: 
"Tragic, yes, it can be that like any expression - pleasure, happiness
which is pushed to extremes. You should see in it only what comes 
from the music a mounting volume of sound, which in the stage per
formance will be complemented by lighting and movement." 

- Notes by Bethany Harvey 



UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Sunday, October 3, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff. conductor PROGRAM: Sibelius - Romance for Strings in C Major, 
Op. 42; Beethoven - Piano Concerto No. 3 in C minor, Op. 37 (John Perry, soloist); 
and Ginastera - Variaciones Concerta11tes. 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Friday, November 5, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rach/ejf, conductor PROGRAM: John Adams - Short Ride in a Fast Machine; 
and Bruckner -Symphony No. 4 in E-jlat Major, "Romantic." 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Saturday, November 6, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachlejf, conductor; Marlon Chen, guest conductor 
PROGRAM: Stephen Yip - Kaph; Dvorak - Serenade for Strings in E Major, Op. 22; 
and Mozart - Symphony No. 41 in C Major, K. 551 "Jupiter." 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 
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